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Input to State Stability of Bipedal Walking Robots: Application to
DURUS
Shishir Kolathaya, Jacob Reher and Aaron D. Ames
Abstract— Bipedal robots are a prime example of systems
which exhibit highly nonlinear dynamics, underactuation, and
undergo complex dissipative impacts. This paper discusses
methods used to overcome a wide variety of uncertainties,
with the end result being stable bipedal walking. The principal
contribution of this paper is to establish sufficiency conditions
for yielding input to state stable (ISS) hybrid periodic orbits,
i.e., stable walking gaits under model-based and phase-based
uncertainties. In particular, it will be shown formally that
exponential input to state stabilization (e-ISS) of the continuous
dynamics, and hybrid invariance conditions are enough to
realize stable walking in the 23-DOF bipedal robot DURUS.
This main result will be supported through successful and
sustained walking of the bipedal robot DURUS in a laboratory
environment.
I. INTRODUCTION
Bipedal locomotion techniques such as zero moment point
(ZMP) [34], capture point [7] and linear inverted pendulums
[13], rely on a restricted set of motions to simplify the
robot dynamics, i.e., forcing the center of mass (COM) to
stay at a constant height. Enforcing constant COM height
renders linear dynamics on the reduced order model. Sub-
sequently, with this constraint, linear controllers can be
applied by satisfying only one basic criterion: bounded-
input-bounded-output stability (BIBO). While these methods
help to increase robustness to the highly uncertain nonlinear
dynamics, the resulting locomotive behaviors are often quasi-
static and slow. Aiming to address these constraints, the
bipedal walking community has worked towards utilizing the
fullbody dynamics of the system in order to achieve complex
behaviors that are not only fast but also very efficient. Several
examples of successful realizations include [9], [12], [27].
In order to realize dynamic behaviors such as running
and dancing, it becomes necessary to exploit the natural
nonlinear dynamics of the robot. With this goal, reduced
order models and heuristics have been successfully used
to design dynamic behaviors [12], [26]. On the other side,
methods utilizing more formal methods have limited practi-
cal results and include control Lyapunov functions (CLFs)
[4], combinations of control Lyapunov functions and control
barrier functions (CBF) [23]. With a view toward exploring
a more formal approach, we will identify and realize robust
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Fig. 1: DURUS robot designed by SRI International.
walking controllers that satisfy the equivalent of BIBO
stability criterion for nonlinear systems; the input to state
stability (ISS) criterion.
Input to state stability (ISS) theory, mainly developed
and popularized by Sontag [31] during the 1980’s, was a
result of a growing need for a stronger stability criterion
(stronger than BIBO) on nonlinear systems. ISS for hybrid
systems was studied only after the mid 2000’s [6], [11],
where the focus was on identifying sufficient conditions for
stability. Bipedal walking robots are a classic example of
mechanical hybrid systems involving alternating sequences
of continuous (swing) and discrete (footstrike) events. Prac-
tical applications of controllers that yield ISS, called input
to state stabilizing (ISSing) controllers, for bipedal robots
are limited in literature. There is work on phase uncertainty
to state stability [18], [20], which resulted in stable walking
and running. However, some of the control implementations,
like the use of PD controllers for tracking at the low
level, were not formally justified or studied. Therefore, the
main contribution of this paper is to establish theoretical
results on these planar locomotive controllers, and then use
these concepts to realize robust walking behaviors on the
bipedal robot DURUS. More importantly, this paper formally
establishes that exponential stabilization of the continuous
dynamics renders the full order hybrid system ISS under a
wide variety of modeling and sensing uncertainties.
DURUS is a 23-DOF bipedal robot (Fig. 1) with 15
actuators and two linear springs. Achieving walking on
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DURUS is complex due to unmodeled compliance dynam-
ics, underactuation and somewhat sparse sensing abilities
- lacking both foot contact force sensors and joint torque
sensors. The uncertainties studied in this paper are (but not
limited to) modeling uncertainty and phase based uncertainty.
To address the model based uncertainty, PD control laws
will be used both in simulation and experiment. It is a well
known fact that PD control laws render robotic systems input
to state stable (or integral-ISS) in the continuous dynamics
[15], [5]. To address the uncertainty due to the aberrations
in the phase variable, which dictates the progression of
the gait, we will utilize a time based parameterization of
the reference trajectories (see [18]). With the realization of
these controllers experimentally on DURUS, the end result is
ISSing control laws that are robust to these two uncertainties.
Section II contains a brief preliminary on input to state
stability. Section III contains a brief overview on the ISS
properties of robotic systems in the continuous dynamics.
Section IV will introduce the hybrid systems model. Section
IV will also describe the walking controllers and Section V
will describe the main result of the paper: ISS of walking
robots. Finally, Section VII will conclude with simulation
and experimental results on DURUS.
II. PRELIMINARIES ON INPUT TO STATE STABILITY
This section will introduce basic definitions and results
related to input to state stability (ISS); for a detailed survey
on ISS see [31]. Most of the content in this section is based
on [28], [29], [30], [32].
We consider a general affine nonlinear system in the
following fashion:
x˙ = f (x)+g(x)d, (1)
with x taking values in the Euclidean space Rn and the
input d ∈Rm for some positive integers n,m. The mappings
f : Rn → Rn, g : Rn → Rn×m, are Lipschitz functions of
x, and f (0) = 0. Therefore, the construction is such that
for some unknown system x˙ = f¯ (x) + g(x)u a stabilizing
controller u = k(x) has been applied. Any deviation from
this stabilizing controller can be viewed as k(x) + d such
that in (1) f (x) := f¯ (x) + g(x)k(x), with d being a new
disturbance input. We further assume that d :R≥0→Rm takes
values in the space of all Lebesgue measurable functions of
time: ‖d‖∞ := supt≥0{|d(t)|}< ∞, which can be denoted as
d ∈ Lm∞. Here, | . | is the Euclidean norm.
Class K ,K∞ and K L functions. A class K function is a
function α : [0,a)→R≥0, a> 0, which is continuous, strictly
increasing and satisfies α(0) = 0. A class K∞ function is
a function α : R≥0 → R≥0 which is continuous, strictly
increasing, proper, and satisfies α(0) = 0, and a class K L
function is a function β : R≥0 × R≥0 → R≥0 such that
β (r, t) ∈K∞ for each t and β (r, t)→ 0 as t→ ∞.
We can now define ISS for (1). It is important to note
that ISS and related definitions are always w.r.t. the input
disturbance d. Let x0 ∈ Rn be the initial condition, and
let ϕt(x0,d) be the solution to the closed loop dynamics
of (1): ϕ˙t(x0,d) = f (ϕt(x0,d))+g(ϕt(x0,d))d. We have the
following definition of ISS [28].
Definition 1: The system (1) is input to state stable (ISS)
if there exists β ∈K L , and ι ∈K∞ such that
|ϕt(x0,d)| ≤ β (|x0|, t)+ ι(‖d‖∞), ∀x0,d,∀t ≥ 0. (2)
Definition 2: The system (1) is exponential input to state
stable (e-ISS) if there exists β ∈K L , ι ∈K∞ and a positive
constant λ > 0 such that
|ϕt(x0,d)| ≤ β (|x0|, t)e−λ t + ι(‖d‖∞), ∀x0,d,∀t ≥ 0. (3)
Input to state stable Lyapunov functions. A direct conse-
quence of using ISS concepts is the construction of input to
state stable Lyapunov functions (ISS-Lyapunov functions).
Definition 3: A smooth function V :Rn→R≥0 is an ISS-
Lyapunov function for (1) if there exist functions
¯
α , α¯ , α ,
ι ∈K∞ such that ∀x,d
¯
α(|x|)≤V (x)≤ α¯(|x|)
V˙ (x,d)≤−α(|x|)+ ι(‖d‖∞). (4)
The inequality condition can be made stricter by using the
exponential estimate:
V˙ (x,d)≤−cV (x)+ ι(‖d‖∞), (5)
which is then called the e-ISS-Lyapunov function. There are
also alternate forms like
V˙ (x,d)≤−cV (x) for |x| ≥ ι(‖d‖∞), (6)
which is also an e-ISS-Lyapunov function.
Instead of the states, if we are interested in the behavior of
the outputs of the form y :Rn×R≥0→Rk that is a function
of the states x and time t, we have input to output stability.
Definition 4: The system (1) is input (d) to output (y)
stable (IOS) if there exists β ∈K L , and ι ∈K∞ such that
|y(ϕt(x0,d), t)| ≤ β (|x0|, t)+ ι(‖d‖∞), ∀x0,d,∀t ≥ 0. (7)
Uncertainty vs. deviation from k(x). It is important to
note that a wide variety of uncertainties can be classi-
fied as the deviation from the stabilizing control input d.
Model parameter uncertainty and phase-based uncertainty
were classified in this manner in [19], [18] respectively.
Other uncertainties include actuator saturations, unmodeled
dynamics appearing in the controllable space, and also noisy
sensor feedback. In this paper, we will specifically show
how a PD control law can address model uncertainty, and
a time based parameterization can address phase uncertainty
by viewing them as the input disturbance (deviation) d.
III. INPUT TO STATE STABILITY OF PD CONTROLLED
ROBOTIC SYSTEMS
In this section, we will describe how to realize linear
feedback laws, such as PD control, that render a robotic
system ISS. We will study here a robotic system consisting of
n-DOF and the corresponding configuration space Q ⊂ Rn.
The configuration q ∈Q consists of n j joint angles, nb base
DOFs, ns spring and also ns dampers. Therefore, we denote
the state x := (q, q˙) ∈ TQ⊂R2n, where n= n j+nb+ns. We
will denote the torque input u, which is of dimension m.
In addition to the torque input, we also have nh holonomic
constraint forces Λ∈Rnh acting at various points on the robot
(in DURUS, foot contacts with ground act as holonomic
constraints).
A. Dynamics
Given the states, inputs, and holonomic constraints, the
Euler-Lagrangian dynamics is given by:
D(q)q¨+H(q, q˙)−Bu− JTh (q)Λ= 0
Jh(q)q¨+ J˙h(q, q˙)q˙ = 0, (8)
where D(q) ∈ Rn×n is the positive definite inertia matrix,
H(q, q˙) ∈ Rn is the Coriolis-centrifugal-gravity vector, B ∈
Rn×m is the one-on-one mapping of the torques to the
joints, and Jh(q) ∈ Rnh×n is the Jacobian of the holonomic
constraints. We have the following properties of the model
(assuming all revolute joints [8]).
Property 1: For some
¯
cd , c¯d > 0, and cc > 0
cd ≤ ‖D(q)‖ ≤ c¯d , ‖H(q, q˙)‖ ≤ cc(1+ |q˙|2). (9)
Property 2: For some ch, ¯
ch, c¯h > 0
‖Jh(q)‖ ≤ ch, ‖J˙h(q, q˙)‖ ≤ ch|q˙|, (10)
¯
ch ≤ ‖Jh(q)D−1(q)JTh (q)‖ ≤ c¯h.
Here ‖.‖ denotes the matrix norm, and the matrix JhD−1JTh is
invertible by construction1. The holonomic constraint forces
can be explicitly computed as (see [3, eqn. (30)])
Λ=−Λ1Bu+Λ1H−Λ2 (11)
Λ1 = (JhD−1JTh )
−1JhD−1, Λ2 = (JhD−1JTh )
−1J˙hq˙.
Thus (11) can be substituted in the dynamics to yield
Dq¨+(1− JTh Λ1)H + JTh Λ2 = (1− JTh Λ1)Bu, (12)
where 1 is an identity matrix of appropriate dimension. (12)
can be represented in statespace statespace form[
q˙
q¨
]
= f (q, q˙)+g(q, q˙)u, (13)
which is similar to (1).
B. PD Control
There has been work on proving the input to state stability,
specifically integral input to state stability (iISS), of these
kinds of robotic systems [5], [15]. We will use some of these
ideas to realize controllers for walking.
If we assume full actuation (B to be square and full rank,
n = m), we can choose the following particular control law
(linear feedback law):
u =−Kp(q−qd)−Kd(q˙− q˙d), (14)
1Here, and throughout much of the paper, the arguments for matrices
associated with the dynamics will be suppressed for notational convenience.
where Kp,Kd are constant gain matrices of appropriate di-
mension (n for B full rank), and qd , q˙d are desired joint angles
and velocities. These desired values are either constants
or functions of states and time: qd : Q×R≥0 → Q, and
q˙d : TqQ×R≥0 → TqQ. Note that qd , q˙d can also be pure
functions of time, and are particularly used for the walking
control of DURUS (more details in Section IV-E. One way
of characterizing ISS is shown via the following example.
Example 1: By substituting (14) in (12):
D(q¨− q¨d) = (1− JTh Λ1)(−BKp(q−qd)−BKd(q˙− q˙d))+d
where d =−(1− JTh Λ1)H− JTh Λ2−Dq¨d , (15)
where a part of the model itself is regarded as the distur-
bance. Denote y(q, t) := q−qd(t). Therefore
y¨−D−1(1− JTh Λ1)BKpy˙−D−1(1− JTh Λ1)BKdy = D−1d.
(16)
Since the inertia matrix D is positive definite, the signs of the
errors y, y˙ do not change. (16) can be written in statespace
form:[
y˙
y¨
]
=
[
0 1
D−1(1− JTh Λ1)BKp D−1(1− JTh Λ1)BKd
][
y
y˙
]
+
[
0
D−1
]
d, (17)
which is of the form (1). We can establish ISS by tuning
the gains Kp, Kd appropriately. This type of characterization
increases the gap between the assumed and the actual robot
model, but can yield smaller tracking errors based on the
nature of qd , and the gains Kp,Kd .
When B is not full rank (m < n), we can generalize this
tracking problem in terms of the difference between k = m
actual and desired values: y(q) = ya(q)− yd(q) ∈ Rm. With
the desired outputs, we can obtained the desired configura-
tion and velocities of the robot via an inverse mapping (for
example Φ−1 : Rn−m×Rm→Q) to obtain
qd(q) =Φ−1(qC,yd(q)),
q˙d(q, q˙) = dΦ−1(qC,yd(q))q˙, (18)
where qC is the configuration of unactuated joints of the
robot. In the context of bipedal walking, this is formally
called PHZD reconstruction, and is explained more in Sec-
tion IV-F. The following example illustrates how PD con-
trollers can be realized for these types of outputs.
Example 2: We have the following output dynamics:
y˙ = L f y
y¨ = L2f y+LgL f yu (19)
where
L f y(q, q˙) = y˙a(q, q˙)− y˙d(q, q˙)
L2f y(q, q˙) =
[
∂L f y(q, q˙)
∂q
∂L f y(q, q˙)
∂ q˙
]
f (q, q˙)
LgL f y(q, q˙) =
[
∂L f y(q, q˙)
∂q
∂L f y(q, q˙)
∂ q˙
]
g(q, q˙), (20)
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Fig. 2: AMBER is shown on the left, with the configuration
of the 5 joints shown on the right.
where L f ,Lg are the Lie derivatives. Substituting a PD
control law similar to (14) we have
y¨ = L2f y+LgL f yu
= L2f y+LgL f yB
T (−Kp(q−qd)−Kd(q˙− q˙d)), (21)
where BT is used to match the dimensions. By appropriately
tuning Kp,Kd and through the selection of yd , it is possible
to realize input to output stability (IOS) of this system. Since
m < n, the output dynamics do not fully represent the full
dynamics of the robot. Therefore, for underactuated systems,
ISS is achieved when both the output dynamics and the
passive (“unactuated” states) dynamics are included in the
analysis (more on this in Section V).
Asymptotic stability (and even exponential stability) of PD
control of continuous robotic systems has been extensively
studied in literature [14], [16], [17], [25], [24]. Similarly, ISS
of PD control of robotic systems has been studied in [5], and
there are several forms of the disturbance dynamics that can
be viewed and analyzed2. In this paper, we will consider a
more traditional form of disturbance d obtained from [29],
i.e., deviation from a stabilizing control input. For the output
dynamics of the form (19), we know that a suitable controller
that yields stability is a feedback linearizing controller:
uIO = LgL f y−1
(−L2f y−2εL f y− ε2y) , ε > 0, (22)
which when added and subtracted in (19) yields
y¨ = L2f y+LgL f y(u+uIO−uIO) (23)
=−2ε y˙− ε2y+LgL f y(u−uIO)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:d
.
The disturbance input d, in this context, is effectively the
deviation from the feedback linearizing controller (22).
Remark 1: The two controllers (14), (22) are indeed very
different, and the resulting deviation could be large. Since
the focus is on realizing controllers that yield a low d
to y gain, this type of characterization is acceptable as
long as the deviation remains bounded. To illustrate, we
will take into consideration a fully actuated 5-DOF serial
2A result of particular importance is e-ISS of PD tracking of robotic
systems, for which a sketch of the proof is provided in Appendix I. Also
see [35] for a detailed survey on PD based controllers in robotic systems.
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Fig. 3: The tracking errors of the 5 joints are shown on the
left, with the input deviations on the right. It can be observed
that for input deviations as large as 60 Nm, the tracking error
is bounded. In this example, d not only remained bounded,
but also reduced over time. This behavior is, of course, not
always true and requires manual tuning of the gains and
output parameters of the system.
chain manipulator, AMBER3, as shown in Fig. 2, and drive
the joint configuration q = (θs f ,θsk,θsh,θnsh,θnsk) ∈ R5 to a
desired configuration by applying a linear feedback law (14).
We have the set of actual outputs ya(q) := q, and the desired
outputs yd(q) := 0, i.e., the goal is to drive y(q) = q to zero
from an arbitrary configuration. Applying the linear feedback
law (14), indeed, results in convergence of the joint angles to
zero (as shown in Fig. 3). Note that the immediate choice for
stabilization would have been (22), but instead, a model-free
controller, (14), was applied resulting in low tracking errors
(< 0.01 rad). Explicit computation of the upper bounds on
the tracking errors as a function of d can be obtained from
the following Lemma.
Lemma 1: The transverse dynamics of the form (23) is
exponential d to y stable.
Proof: The outputs y chosen are relative degree two
(twice differentiable to yield the control input). Therefore
denote: η2 := [yT , y˙T ]T . (23) can be written in statespace form
as
η˙2 =
[
0 1
−ε21 −2ε1
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
A2
η2+
[
0
LgL f y
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
B2
d, (24)
where A2 is Hurwitz (see [4, eqn. (11)]), and B2(q) depends
on q only. 1 is an identity matrix of appropriate dimension.
This can be viewed in terms of the following candidate ISS-
Lyapunov function:
Vη2(η2) := η
T
2 P2η2, (25)
where P2 is the solution to the Lyapunov equation AT2 P2 +
P2A2 = −Q2, Q2 > 0. The subscript indicates that the con-
stants are defined for the relative degree two outputs. The
derivative of Vη2 yields
V˙η2 = η
T
2 (A
T
2 P2+P2A2)η2+2η
T
2 P2B2d
=−ηT2 Q2η2+2ηT2 P2B2d. (26)
3AMBER was originally designed for walking on a treadmill [38].
Let γ1,γ2 > 0 such that (γ1+γ2)P2 ≤Q2 (see [19, eqn. (46)]).
We therefore have
V˙η2 ≤−γ1Vη2 for γ2Vη2 ≥ 2ηT2 P2B2d, (27)
which implies that Vη2 is decreasing exponentially:
V˙η2 ≤−γ1Vη2 for |η2| ≥
2λmax(P2)
γ2λmin(P2)
‖B2‖‖d‖∞, (28)
which is of the form (6). λmin(.), λmax(.) provide the
minimum and maximum eigenvalues of the positive definite
matrix P2. ‖B2‖ is the matrix norm, which has an upper
bound:
‖B2‖= ‖LgL f y‖=
∥∥∥∥∂y∂qD−1(1− JTh Λ1)B
∥∥∥∥
≤ cyc−1d (1+ c2hc−1h ), (29)
where the constants cd ,ch,ch are obtained from (9), (10), and
cy = supq ‖ ∂y∂q‖.
Boundedness of B2 is established due to the fact that the
control system is affine (1), and both ‖ ∂y∂q‖, g(x) are bounded.
Note that the Jacobian of the outputs is bounded by construc-
tion. We will treat the boundedness of B2 as an assumption
for future reference.
Assumption 1: The output dynamics of the form (19) is
globally Lipschitz w.r.t. the control input u (and correspond-
ingly the disturbance input d).
Remark 2: The input deviation d can be expanded as
follows:
|d|= |−BT Kp(q−qd)−BT Kd(q˙− q˙d)−uIO| (30)
≤ |−BT Kp(q−qd)−BT Kd(q˙− q˙d)
+LgL f y−1(ε2y+2ε y˙)|+ |LgL f y−1L2f y|.
As mentioned previously, the input disturbance d is depen-
dent on the states of the system, and the ISS property will not
hold when the outputs y, y˙ get larger in time. On the other
hand, if these values evolve such that the resulting deviation
d is bounded4, the resulting output dynamics are rendered
ISS. We make the following assumption:
Assumption 2: The disturbance effects can be minimized
by manual tuning of the gains Kp, Kd . In other words, for
every δ > 0, there exist constants Kp, Kd such that ‖d‖∞≤ δ ,
where d is defined as in (30).
This is evident for DURUS from Fig. 7 and Fig. 10, where
for input deviations as large as 100 Nm, the tracking errors
are observed to not exceed 0.05−0.06 rad. To justify these
results on DURUS, it is necessary to extend the concepts
presented in this section to hybrid systems.
4Boundedness of the states (and hence of the outputs) for continuous
robotic systems is well known [35, Table 1].
Fig. 4: Hybrid system model for the walking robot DURUS.
IV. ROBOT WALKING MODEL AND CONTROL
In this section, we will discuss the hybrid model of DU-
RUS walking. DURUS is an underactuated 23-DOF bipedal
robot designed by collaboratively between SRI International,
Dynamic Robotics Lab and AMBER Lab (see Fig. 1) with 15
actuators and 2 springs. Different behaviors including multi-
contact walking [27] were successfully realized in DURUS.
In this paper, we will focus on flat-footed walking only. More
complex behaviors will be studied in future.
A. Hybrid walking model
The DURUS walking model has two continuous events,
double support (ds) and single support (ss), and two discrete
events, lift-off and foot-strike, that alternate between each
other. We, therefore, have a directed graph, Γ= (V,E), with
the set of vertices, V= {ds,ss}, representing the continuous
events and the set of edges, E= {(ds,ss),(ss,ds)} ⊂V×V,
representing the discrete events. A pictorial representation
of these individual events and the switch between them are
shown in Fig. 4. For the single support phase, the stance
foot interacts with the ground resulting in ground reaction
forces acting on the stance leg. Similarly, for the double
support phase, both the feet interact with ground resulting
in the forces acting on both legs. These forces are enforced
via holonomic constraints. The continuous dynamics is rep-
resented by (12) with the forces Λv and Jacobians Jv now
dependent on the phase v ∈ V.
Hybrid control system. The hybrid control system model
of DURUS consists of a directed cycle: Γ = (V,E), the set
of inputs U= {Uds,Uss}, the set of domains D= {Dds,Dss},
the set of guards S = {Sds,Sss}, the set of switching func-
tions ∆ = {∆(ds,ss),∆(ss,ds)}, and the set of fields FG =
{( fds,gds),( fss,gss)}. These form a tuple:
H C = (Γ,U,D,S,∆,FG). (31)
Note that Uv ⊂ Rm, Dv ⊂ TQ×Uv, for v ∈ V. For each
domain, we have a guard set of co-dimension 1 : Sds ⊂Dds,
Sss⊂Dss. Denote the projection of the domain and guard sets
to the states (only) as Sv|x,Dv|x respectively. ∆ consists of the
set of switching functions that maps from the guard of one
domain to the next domain. For example, ∆(ds,ss) : Sds|x →
Dss|x, where Sds|x ⊂Dds|x. ∆(ds,ss) is an identity map applied
when the foot leaves the ground to enter the single support
phase, while ∆(ss,ds) contains the impact equations occurring
when the foot strikes at the end of the step. ( fv,gv) are given
by (12) and (13). See [36] for more details.
B. Outputs for walking
The goal of this section is derive controllers that realize
a walking gait in the bipedal robot. In order to achieve
robotic walking, a periodic orbit is constructed (gait design)
and a suitable controller is applied that tracks this reference
periodic orbit. We have the set of actual outputs of the robot
as ya : TQ→Rk, and the desired outputs as yd :R≥0→Rk. yd
is parameterized by a phase (or time) variable τ : TQ→R≥0
(or τ : R≥0→ R≥0 for time based). These outputs and their
dimensions depend on the domain subscript v ∈V. We have
the relative degree one outputs (velocity outputs)
y1,v(q, q˙) = ya1,v(q, q˙)− yd1,v(αv) ∈ Rk1,v , (32)
and the relative degree two outputs (pose outputs)
y2,v(q) = ya2,v(q)− yd2,v(τv,αv) ∈ Rk2,v , (33)
with the subscript v ∈ V denoting the domain, αv denoting
the parameters of the desired trajectory. k1,v + k2,v = kv.
These outputs are called virtual constraints in [36]. The
phase variable, τv, for relative degree two outputs is typically
a function of the configuration τv(q). Walking gaits, viewed
as a set of desired periodic trajectories, are modulated as
functions of a phase variable to eliminate the dependence on
time [18].
C. State based output dynamics
If the phase variable τv is state dependent (τv(q)), we have
the following output dynamics:
y˙1,v = L fvy1,v+Lgvy1,vu
y¨2,v = L2fvy2,v+LgvL fvy2,vu, (34)
where L fv ,Lgv denote the Lie derivatives. These outputs
are also called the transverse coordinates. Therefore, with
k1,v relative degree one outputs and k2,v relative degree
two outputs, we denote the transverse coordinates as ηv =[
yT1,v,y
T
2,v, y˙
T
2,v
]T ∈Rk1,v+2k2,v . In order to track the state based
outputs of the system, we can employ feedback linearization
uIO =
[
Lgvy1,v
LgvL fvy2,v
]−1(
−
[
L fvy1,v
L2fvy2,v
]
−
[
εy1,v
2εL f y2,v+ ε2y2,v
])
,
(35)
that results in the outputs going to zero exponentially. In
robots like DURUS, where underactuations are frequently
observed in every step, the number of outputs is less than
the DOF of the robot, resulting in the dynamics of the
coordinates that are normal to the transverse coordinates.
These coordinates can be mathematically constructed to what
are called zero dynamic coordinates, zv. More details are
given below.
Zero dynamics. When the control objective is met such that
ηv = 0 for all time then the system is said to be operating
on the zero dynamics surface [4]. Further, by relaxing the
zeroing of the velocity outputs, we can realize partial zero
dynamics surface [2]:
PZv = {(q, q˙) ∈ Dv|x : y2,v = 0,L fvy2,v = 0}. (36)
The humanoid DURUS has feet and employs ankle actuation
to propel the hip forward during the continuous dynamics.
Thus, a corresponding relative degree 1 output is used,
resulting in partial zero dynamics [2].
D. Hybrid zero dynamics
Any domain specific tracking controller guarantees partial
zero dynamics only in the continuous dynamics. For hybrid
systems, we use the notion of hybrid zero dynamics and
partial hybrid zero dynamics. Therefore, for a hybrid control
system H C , partial hybrid zero dynamics (PHZD) can be
guaranteed if and only if the discrete maps ∆e are invariant
of the partial zero dynamics in each domain. As a result, the
parameters αv of the outputs must be chosen in a way which
renders the surface invariant through impacts:
∆e(PZsource(e)∩Se|x)⊂ PZtarget(e), (37)
where e = (source(e), target(e)) is the pair containing the
source and target vertices for each edge. Fig. 5 depicts the
dynamics of a two domain hybrid system with 2-dimensional
partial zero dynamics. The best way to ensure hybrid in-
variance under a discrete transition is through the careful
selection of the desired trajectories (desired gait) via the
parameterization: αv. Hence if the desired trajectories are
a function of Be´zier polynomials, the parameters αv are the
coefficients. These coefficients are chosen by using a direct
collocation based walking gait offline optimization problem,
which is explained in [10].
The zero dynamics are characterized by the zero dynamic
coordinates zv ∈ R2n−k1,v−2k2,v , which when combined with
the transverse coordinates ηv form the transformed statespace
with the following dynamics:
η˙v =
L fvy1,vL fvy2,v
L2fvy2,v
+
 Lgvy1,v0
LgvL fvy2,v
u
z˙v =Ψv(ηv,zv), v ∈ V (38)
When the transverse and the zero dynamics are combined it
results in the full order dynamics. Based on this construction,
we have the diffeomorphism Φv : pix(Dv)→ R2n that maps
from x = (q, q˙) to (ηv,zv). This diffeomorphism can be
divided into parts:
Φv(x) =
 Φ1,v(x)Φ2,v(x)
Φ3,v(x)
=

y1,v(q, q˙)
y2,v(q)
y˙2,v(q, q˙)
zv(q, q˙)
 (39)
ΦPZv (x) =
[
Φ1,v(x)
Φ3,v(x)
]
. (40)
Similarly, the outputs can also be divided into two parts:
ηv =
[
y1,v
η2,v
]
, where η2,v =
[
y2,v
y˙2,v
]
. (41)
Fig. 5: Figure showing a typical periodic orbit (O) on the
two dimensional partial hybrid zero dynamics (PHZD).
We can also define switching functions, ∆v (not ∆(ss,ds) or
∆(ds,ss)), for the transformed statespace (from x to (η ,z)). For
example, ∆ds(ηds,zds) := Φss(∆(ds,ss)(Φ−1ds (ηds,zds))), which
can in turn be split into two components ∆η2ds , ∆
PZ
ds corre-
sponding to the coordinates η2,v and (y1,v,zv) respectively.
With this new notation, we can reformulate the hybrid
invariance conditions (37) to the following:
∆η2ds (y1,ds,0,zds) = 0, ∆
η2
ss (y1,ss,0,zss) = 0. (42)
Remark 3: It is important to note that the invariance
conditions (42) can be ensured only if the model is known.
Therefore, this gap is addressed by including the impact
based uncertainty in the following manner:
∆ss(ηss,zss) = ∆ˆss(ηss,zss)+∆ss(ηss,zss)− ∆ˆss(ηss,zss),
⇒ |∆ss(ηss,zss)| ≤ |∆ss(ηss,zss)|+ |d(ss,ds)| (43)
where we have denoted the impact map of the actual model
of DURUS as ∆ss (for single support phase), and that of the
simulated model as ∆ˆss respectively. The difference between
these post-impact maps yields the new disturbance input
d(ss,ds) := ∆ss − ∆ˆss for the discrete dynamics. Therefore,
by assuming that d(ss,ds) is bounded5, we can establish ISS
for the walking model of DURUS. We have the following
assumption:
Assumption 3: The disturbance effects of the impact map
can be minimized by identifying the system model param-
eters. In other words, for every δ > 0, there exist system
model parameters that satisfy |de| ≤ δ for a compact set of
values of ηv, zv, where v is the source vertex of e.
It is important to note that Assumption 3 does not restrict our
analysis of DURUS. It if sufficient to identify basic inertial
parameters of the robot like masses of each link, battery
model, gear inertia and spring stiffnesses. Friction effects
and models of loose parts were not included.
In the next subsection we study dynamics of the outputs
where time based reference trajectories are used.
E. Time based output dynamics
We studied time based tracking of joint angles in Appendix
I for continuous robotic systems. Here, the goal is to realize
time based outputs for walking. If the desired outputs are
5Boundedness of de is true for a wide variety of uncertainties in robotic
systems. For example, [19] showed how de is bounded for parameter
uncertainties for the bipedal robot AMBER.
parameterized by time, we have the following output repre-
sentation
yt2,v(q) = y
a
2,v(q)− yd2,v(τv(t),αv), (44)
for the relative degree two (pose) outputs. The outputs are
derived from (33) where the phase is now dependent on time
τ(t). The resulting output dynamics are obtained by taking
the derivative
y¨t2(q, q˙) = L
2
f y
a
2(q)+LgL f y
a
2(q)u− y¨d2(τ(t), τ˙(t), τ¨(t),α),
where the subscript v is omitted for simpler representation.
In order to drive these time dependent outputs
ηt(x) =
[
y1(x)
η2,t(x)
]
=
y1(q, q˙)yt2(q)
y˙t2(q, q˙)
→ 0,
we can choose time based feedback linearization:
utIO =
[
Lgy1
LgL f ya2
]−1(
−
[
L f y1
L2f y
a
2− y¨d2
]
−
[
εy1
2εL f y2+ ε2y2
])
,
(45)
that results in the outputs going to zero exponentially.
The time based output dynamics can be written in normal
form as
η˙t =
L f ya1L f ya2
L2f y
a
2
+
 Lgya10
LgL f ya2
u−
 0y˙d2
y¨d2
 , z˙t =Ψt(ηt ,zt).
(46)
zt are the set of zero dynamic coordinates normal to ηt
and has the invariant dynamics z˙t = Ψt(0,zt). For the time
based states, ηt ,zt , we have the diffeomorphism: Φt(x) =
(ηt(x),zt(x)).
F. PHZD reconstruction and linear feedback laws
One of the main advantages of studying PHZD is the
simpler form of the dynamics that it takes in reduced
dimensions [2]. Given a suitable feedback control law, and
stable PHZD, we can explicitly reconstruct the solution of
the full order system from this reduced dimensional states.
We have the following linear state feedback law:
xd =
[
qd,v
q˙d,v
]
=Φ−1v (y1,v,0,zv)
uPD(q, q˙) =−Kp,v(q−qd,v)−Kd,v(q˙− q˙d,v), v ∈ V, (47)
where the desired angles and velocities are obtained from
the PHZD reconstruction via the inverse diffeomorphism
(see [2]). For cases where the state based parameterization
τ(q) is noisy due to poor sensing, we realize a time based
parameterization of the desired angles and velocities:
xtd =
[
qtd,v
q˙td,v
]
=Φ−1t,v (y
t
1,v,0,z
t
v)
utPD(q, q˙) =−Ktp,v(q−qtd,v)−Ktd,v(q˙− q˙td,v), v ∈ V, (48)
where the time based PHZD reconstruction is utilized.
Note that when m < n (underactuation), the gain matrices
Kp,v,Kd,v,Ktp,v,K
t
d,v are no longer square.
For the bipedal robot, DURUS, the gain matrices are
manually tuned via simulation and ensure that the input d
and outputs ηv are “small” over a large number of steps
(typically 50−100). This process is repeated experimentally
until the tracking errors are minimized to acceptable levels.
There are, indeed, more formal ways to obtain optimal values
for Ktp,v,K
t
d,v such that the resulting disturbance is bounded
and minimal. This will be studied in detail in future work.
V. STABILITY OF WALKING
In this section, we will investigate the stability of walking
for both the state based controllers (47) and time based
controllers (48). It is important to note that ISS of linear
feedback laws for bipedal walking robots has not been
shown before. Hence, the results in this section extend the
ISS results of continuous robotic systems to hybrid robotic
systems. Formally, by viewing walking as an alternating
sequence of double support and single support phases, we
check for conditions that result in attractive and forward
invariant periodic orbits. Further, we analyze the robustness
by modeling the uncertainties of the system.
Substitution of the control law (47) in (38), and adding
and subtracting (35) results in
η˙v =
L fvy1,vL fvy2,v
L2fvy2,v
+
 Lgvy1,v0
LgvL fvy2,v
uIO+
 Lgvy1,v0
LgvL fvy2,v
uPD−uIO︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:d1
z˙v =Ψv(ηv,zv), v ∈ V, (49)
where the disturbance input d1 is the difference between the
applied control law, (47), and the stabilizing control law,
(35). This formulation is similar to (23), wherein a standard
stabilizing controller is added and subtracted to study ISS
properties of the closed loop dynamics. By substituting a
time based tracking control law (48) in (38) we have
η˙v =
L fvy1,vL fvy2,v
L2fvy2,v
+
 Lgvy1,v0
LgvL fvy2,v
utIO+
 Lgvy1,v0
LgvL fvy2,v
utPD−utIO︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:d2
z˙v =Ψv(ηv,zv), v ∈ V, (50)
where the new disturbance input d2 is defined by addition
and subtraction of the time based feedback linearization utIO
(45). Furthermore, by adding and subtracting the stabilizing
controller uIO in (50), d3 can be substituted. This means that
d3 can be reduced as long as the time based phase variable
closely matches with the state based phase variable. This
mismatch between the time and state based implementation
results in the uncertainty, called phase uncertainty, discussed
in detail in [18]. Therefore, d2 corresponds to the model
based uncertainties and d3 corresponds to the phase based
uncertainty. The approach shown in this paper then yields
stability of periodic orbits under a nonzero d = d2 +d3. To
include the domain dependency of the controller, we add
the notation v in dv = d2,v +d3,v. This yields the transverse
dynamics
η˙v =
L fvy1,vL fvy2,v
L2fvy2,v
+
 Lgvy1,v0
LgvL fvy2,v
uIO+
 Lgv y1,v0
LgvL fvy2,v
dv (51)
z˙v =Ψv(ηv,zv), v ∈ V. (52)
Note that additional uncertainties can also be similarly mod-
eled, and will be considered in future work.
Given the feedback control law (48), we can establish
stability of transverse dynamics w.r.t. the input dv. In other
words, we can establish exponential dv to ηv stability.
Lemma 2: The transverse dynamics of the form (51),
where (35) is substituted for uIO, is exponential dv to ηv
stable. In addition, due to the separability of the dynamics
of y1,v,y2,v, the transverse dynamics also yields exponential
dv to η2,v stability.
Proof: Substitution of (35) yields output dynamics of
the form
η˙v =
−ε1 0 00 0 1
0 −ε21 −2ε1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Av
ηv+
 Lgvy1,v0
LgvL fvy2,v

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Bv
dv, (53)
where Av is Hurwitz (see eqn. (11) in [4]). This can be
viewed in terms of Lyapunov functions:
Vv(ηv) := ηTv Pvηv, (54)
where Pv is the solution to the Lyapunov equation ATv Pv +
PvAv =−Qv, Qv > 0. The rest follows from proof of Lemma
1. To establish exponential dv to η2,v stability (see (41) for
the description of η2,v), we separate the dynamics to yield
η˙2,v =
[
0 1
−ε21 −2ε1
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
A2,v
η2,v+
[
0
LgvL fvy2,v
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
B2,v
dv, (55)
and the rest follows (26), (27) with the reduced Lyapunov
function Vη2,v := η
T
2,vP2,vη2,v, where P2,v > 0 is, in fact, a
sub-block of Pv.
Given a suitable tracking control law, Lemma 2 provides
an explicit way of computing ultimate bounds on the outputs.
It is important to note that Bv is dependent on the choice of
the outputs (see (53) for the description of Bv), and d is
dependent on the choice of the control law. This provides us
with an elegant way to carefully choose and tune the outputs
and the control gains Ktp,v,K
t
d,v such that the uncertainties are
overcome in an effective manner. This result is next extended
to hybrid systems, specifically, hybrid periodic orbits.
A. Periodic orbits and Poincare´ maps
It is a well known fact that stability of Poincare´ maps
implies the stability of hybrid periodic orbits (and vice
versa); proof of which is shown in [22]. This result was
extended for systems with disturbance inputs in [33], where
the same relationship was established for ISS of hybrid
periodic orbits. Therefore, the goal of this subsection is to
define periodic orbits, stability of periodic orbits, and the
corresponding stability of Poincare´ maps in the context of
DURUS two domain walking. This result is then extended
to include ISS of periodic orbits in Section VI.
Substitution of the control law (48) results in the dynamics
(51). Denote its flow as ϕt,v. We will first study the flow
for zero disturbance dv = de = 0, and then extend for a
nonzero d. For the resulting hybrid dynamics, we have a
periodic orbit, if, for some (η∗ds,z
∗
ds)∈Φds(Sds|x), (η∗ss,z∗ss)∈
Φss(Sss|x), and some T ∗ds,T ∗ss > 0,
(η∗ss,z
∗
ss) = ϕT ∗ss,ss ◦∆ds(η∗ds,z∗ds)
(η∗ds,z
∗
ds) = ϕT ∗ds,ds ◦∆ss(η
∗
ss,z
∗
ss), (56)
The above equality conditions only ensure that the end point
of the flow in each domain is connected with the initial point
in the next domain. Fig. 5 shows an example of a hybrid
periodic orbit. For v = ds, we have the set of points
Ods = {ϕt,ds(∆ss(η∗ss,z∗ss)) ∈Φds(Dds|x)|0≤ t < T ∗ds}. (57)
We can similarly obtain the set of points Oss for the single
support phase. Hence, we can define the periodic orbit to be
the pair
O := {Ods,Oss},
which has the period T ∗ = T ∗ds + T
∗
ss. Similar formulations
follow for defining a periodic orbit in the PHZD as the pair
OPZ := {OPZds ,OPZss },
where the elements are defined via the reduced order flow
ϕPZt,v . For example
OPZds = {ϕPZt,ds(∆PZds (y∗1,ss,z∗ss)) ∈ΦPZds (PZds)|0≤ t < T ∗ds}.
Note that, T ∗ds,T
∗
ss are called the times to impact (time to reach
the guard) for the corresponding flows in the domain. This
can be generalized further to define time to impact functions
for states starting from the neighborhood of the orbit. For
example, for (ηss,zss) ∈ Br(η∗ss,z∗ss)∩Φss(Sss|x), we have
Tds(ηss,zss) = inf{t ≥ 0|ϕt,ds ◦∆ss(ηss,zss) ∈ . . .
Br(η∗ss,z∗ss)∩Φss(Sss|x)}. (58)
Denote B∗ :=Br(η∗ss,z∗ss)∩Φss(Sss|x) as the neighborhood
of (η∗ss,z∗ss) intersected with the guard. Given the flows
ϕt,ds,ϕt,ss and given the time to impact functions Tds,Tss, we
can define Poincare´ maps for the initial state (ηss,zss) ∈ B∗
to be
P(ηss,zss) = ϕTss,ss ◦∆ds ◦ϕTds,ds ◦∆ss(ηss,zss). (59)
The Poincare´ maps are mapped to and from the guard of
the final domain subscript ss. The Poincare´ map P can also
be separated into two components Pη2 ,PPZ corresponding to
the coordinates η2,v and (y1,v,zv) respectively.
Stability of periodic orbits. Stability of periodic orbits can
be defined via Poincare´ maps [21]. Hence, if the Poincare´
map is applied i times on the initial condition (η∗ss,z∗ss), then
we have the final state as Pi(η∗ss,z∗ss). Hence, we will define
exponential stability for the discrete time system induced
by the Poincare´ map. We say that the periodic orbit O is
exponentially stable if there exists an ξp ∈ (0,1), Np > 0
such that for any initial condition (ηss,zss)∈B∗, the resulting
discrete system satisfies
|Pi(ηss,zss)− (η∗ss,z∗ss)| ≤ Npξ ip|(ηss,zss)− (η∗ss,z∗ss)|. (60)
Stability of OPZ can also be similarly defined. Also note that
η∗2,v = 0 for every v. We will discuss e-ISS of O next.
VI. ISS OF HYBRID PERIODIC ORBITS
The goal of this section is to establish e-ISS of O for
inputs of the form (48). In other words, the goal is to
establish e-ISS of O given that the reduced periodic orbit
OPZ is e-ISSable. We will start with the definition of e-ISS
for O , which will be again defined w.r.t. Poincare´ maps.
Without loss of generality, we will drop the domain subscript
notation for the initial states (η ,z) = (ηss,zss) on the guard
S|x = Sss|x, the surface PZ = PZss, and also assume at
(η∗ss,z∗ss) = (0,0). Given that the disturbance dv is applied in
addition to the control law (48), the resulting flows ϕt,v,ϕPZt,v ,
and time to impact functions Tv are now dependent on the
disturbance dv in each continuous domain. Accordingly, the
Poincare´ map P is now dependent on dv, de, the disturbance
effects from both the continuous and discrete events.
Definition 5: The periodic orbit O is e-ISS (exponential
input to state stable) if there is ξp ∈ (0,1), Np > 0 and
ιp ∈K∞ such that for any initial condition (η ,z) ∈ B∗, the
resulting Poincare´ map satisfies
|Pi(η ,z)| ≤ Npξ ip|(η ,z)|+ ιp(‖d‖max). (61)
e-ISS of OPZ is also similarly defined. Note that the distur-
bance input ‖d‖max is nothing but the maximum of the input
disturbances in each discrete and continuous event:
‖d‖max = max
{
max
v∈V
‖dv‖∞,max
e∈E
|de|
}
. (62)
Given Definition 5, we can now state the main theorem that
establishes ISS of O6. Note that all the assumptions from 1
to 3 are assumed to be valid.
A. Main theorem
Theorem 1: Let OPZ be an exponentially stable peri-
odic orbit of the partial hybrid zero dynamics for a zero
disturbance ‖d‖max = 0. For a sufficiently large enough ε
there exists δ > 0 such that for ‖d‖max ≤ δ , for all initial
conditions (η ,z) ∈ B∗, and for a linear feedback law (48),
the full order periodic orbit O is e-ISS.
Before proving Theorem 1, we will establish some properties
of OPZ. Denote ζ := (y1,z), and denote the neighborhood of
6Proof of this main theorem is inspired by [4].
ζ0 := (0,0) (which is the fixed point of OPZ on the guard)
as
Bζ := Br(0,0)∩ΦPZ(PZ∩S|x), (63)
where the domain subscripts are suppressed for ease of
notations. e-ISS of OPZ implies that for ‖d‖max = 0 there
exists r > 0 such that the following mapping
ϑ : Bζ → Bζ ,
is well defined for all ζ ∈Bζ . Here, ϑ is called the restricted
Poincare´ map for the PHZD. We denote the solution to
this Poincare´ map as ζ (i), where i = {0,1,2, . . .}, such that
ζ (i+1) = ϑ(ζ (i)) for all i. Poincare´ map is exponentially
stable if
|ζ (i)| ≤ Nξ i|ζ (0)|,
for some N > 0, ξ ∈ (0,1) and all i≥ 0. Therefore, by con-
verse Lyapunov theorem, there exists a Lyapunov function
Vϑ , defined on Bζ for some r > 0 (possibly smaller than
the previously defined r), and positive constants b1,b2,b3,b4
such that
b1|ζ |2 ≤Vϑ (ζ )≤ b2|ζ |2 (64)
Vϑ (ϑ(ζ ))−Vϑ (ζ )≤−b3|ζ |2 (65)
|Vϑ (ζ )−Vϑ (ζ ′)| ≤ b4|ζ −ζ ′|.(|ζ |+ |ζ ′|). (66)
Similar to (58), we can also define time to impact functions
for the PHZD. Denote them as Tϑds ,Tϑss respectively. Denote
the total time to impact function on PHZD as Tϑ := Tϑds +
Tϑss . Similarly denote T := Tds + Tss, which is obtained
iteratively as
T (η ,z) = Tds(η ,z)+Tss(ηds(Tds(η ,z)),zds(Tds(η ,z))) (67)
The time to impact functions have upper and lower bounds.
Note the disturbances dv,de were suppressed in the argu-
ments above for ease of notations. Therefore we can obtain
constants
¯
ct , c¯t > 0 such that
¯
ctT ∗v ≤ Tϑv ≤ c¯tT ∗v ¯ctT
∗
v ≤ Tv ≤ c¯tT ∗v . (68)
Note that T ∗v are the times to impact on the periodic orbit O .
We will state the following Lemma that is required to prove
Theorem 1.
Lemma 3: Let OPZ be an exponentially stable periodic
orbit of the hybrid zero dynamics under a zero disturbance
‖d‖max = 0. Given the linear feedback law (48) that renders
the transverse dynamics (51) e-ISS in the continuous dynam-
ics, there exist constants A1,A2,D1,D2 > 0 such that for all
(η ,z) ∈ B∗
|T (η ,z)−Tϑ (y1,z)| ≤ A1|η2|+D1‖d‖max (69)
|PPZ(η ,z)−ϑ(y1,z)| ≤ A2|η2|+D2‖d‖max (70)
Proof: By a slight abuse of notations, we start
with the initial condition on the single support phase
(η2,y1,z) = (η2,ζ ) ∈ B∗, and then observe the time solution
(η2,v(t),ζv(t)) in each domain for continuous dynamics
of the form (51). The goal is to compare the evolution
of the resulting trajectory undergoing disturbance with the
trajectory of the orbit on PHZD undergoing no external input
disturbance. Therefore, for ease of understanding, we will
denote the actual trajectory in each domain as (η2,v(t),ζ av (t))
and the base trajectory (of the PHZD) as (0,ζ bv (t)). With
these two trajectories an auxiliary time to impact function
TB was defined in [4, eqn. (55)], which is reformulated w.r.t.
each v ∈ V here as
TB,v(µ1,µ2,ζv) = inf{t ≥ 0 : hv(µ1,ζ bv (t)+µ2) = 0}
where hv is a smooth function that indicates the guard
“strike” condition. For the double support phase hds is the
vertical ground reaction force, and for the single support
phase hss is the height of the swinging foot from ground.
Transition to the next domain is triggered when the guard
condition h crosses zero. If µ1,µ2 are defined as
µ1 = η2,v(t)|t=Tv , µ2 = ζ av (t)−ζ bv (t)|t=Tv , (71)
then it can be observed that TB,v = Tv. Therefore by the
property of Lipschitz continuity of TB,v, we have
|Tv−Tϑv | ≤ LB,v(|η2,v(Tv)|+ |ζ av (Tv)−ζ bv (Tv)|), (72)
where LB,v is the Lipschitz constant. It can be observed that
(72) is not dependent on ε . In order to find the total time
difference (69), the goal is to obtain the norms on the RHS of
(72) for each v and summing the resulting two inequalities.
First norm in RHS of (72). For each v∈V, there exist c1,v,
c2,v, c3,v > 0, and D1,v > 0 such that [4, eqn. (21)]
|η2,v(Tv)|= |η2,v(t)|t=Tv
≤
√
c2,v
c1,v
εe−
c3,vε
2 Tv |η2,v(0)|+D1,v‖dv‖∞
≤
√
c2,v
c1,v
εe−
c3,vε
2 ¯
ct T ∗v |η2,v(0)|+D1,v‖dv‖∞ (73)
≤C1,v|η2,v(0)|+D1,v‖dv‖∞, (74)
where C1,v is some constant that is not dependent on ε
(see [4, eqns. following (59)]). D1,v can be obtained via
expressions similar to (27), (28). It is important to note that
the evolution of the dynamics of y1,v can also be derived
similarly and omitted for convenience.
Since (ηss(0),zss(0)) =∆ds(ηds(Tds),zds(Tds)), we can eas-
ily establish that
|η2,ss(0)| ≤ L2,ds|η2,ds(Tds)|+ |d(ds,ss)|, (75)
where the disturbance d(ds,ss) appears due to (43). L2,ds is the
Lipschitz constant of η2 component of ∆ds. Similarly
|η2,ds(0)| ≤ L2,ss|η2|+ |d(ss,ds)|. (76)
We therefore have that
|η2,ss(Tss)| ≤C1,ssL2,dsC1,dsL2,ss|η2|+Dη‖d‖max, (77)
after substituting for (74), (75), (76) for each continuous and
discrete event. Dη is also obtained accordingly, by grouping
and replacing the individual disturbances with ‖d‖max.
Second norm in RHS of (72). We have the following result
(proof for a similar result was shown in [19] for parameter
uncertainty). We will drop the vertices v ∈ V for ease of
notations.
|ya1(t)− yb1(t)| ≤ e−
ε
2 t |ya1(0)− yb1(0)|+Dy‖d‖∞
|za(t)− zb(t)| ≤ |za(0)− zb(0)|
+
∫ t
0
([
Ψ(ya1(t
′),η2(t ′),za(t ′))
]
. . .
−[Ψ(yb1(t ′),0,zb(t ′))])dt ′ (78)
|ζ a(t)−ζ b(t)| ≤ |ya1(t)− yb1(t)|+ |za(t)− zb(t)|,
where the final values of the states are obtained as a function
of the initial values in each domain. Dy is some constant
which is obtained due to the fact that the velocity output ya1
is e-ISS in each continuous dynamics. Note that ya1,z
a are the
components of ζ a (similarly for ζ b). We also know that the
initial values ζ a(0) = (ya1(0),z
a(0)), ζ b(0) = (yb1(0),z
b(0))
depend on the states from the previous domain. Therefore
|ζ ads(0)−ζ bds(0)| ≤L1,ss|η2|+ |d(ss,ds)| (79)
|ζ ass(0)−ζ bss(0)| ≤L1,ds|ζ ads(Tds)−ζ bds(Tds)|
+L1,ds|η2,ds(Tds)|+ |d(ds,ss)|,
where L1,ss, L1,ds are the Lipschitz constants. Therefore, we
have the following inequality:
|ζ a(t)−ζ b(t)| ≤|ya1(0)− yb1(0)|+Dy‖d‖max
+ |za(0)− zb(0)| (80)
+
∫ t
0
Lq(|η2(t ′)|+ |ζ a(t ′)−ζ b(t ′)|)dt ′,
where Lq is the Lipschitz constant of Ψ. In (80), |ζ a(0)−
ζ b(0)| can be replaced with (79) (based on the domain), and
η2(t ′) can be replaced with (74), and the final time t can be
replaced with the time to impact Tv. Initial values of y1,zat
each domain will have
|ya1,v(0)− yb1,v(0)| ≤ |ζ av (0)−ζ bv (0)|
|zav(0)− zbv(0)| ≤ |ζ av (0)−ζ bv (0)|, (81)
which can be replaced by (79). The final result will look like
the following for some constants C2,v, D2,v (also see [4, eqn.
(60)])
|ζ av (Tv)−ζ bv (Tv)| ≤C2,v|η2|+D2,v‖d‖max. (82)
The above result and (74) can be substituted in (72) to obtain
the final form for (69).
To prove (70) define
C3,v = max
¯
cT ∗v ≤Tv≤c¯T ∗v
∣∣∣Ψv(0,ζ bv (t))∣∣∣ (83)
Since PPZ is the PHZD-component of the Poincare´ map P,
it then follows that
|PPZ(η ,z)−ϑ(ζ )|= |ζ ass(Tss)−ζ bss(Tϑss)|
≤ |ζ ass(Tss)−ζ bss(Tss)|
+
∣∣∣∣∫ TssTϑss
[ −εyb1(t ′)
Ψ(0,ζ b(t ′))
]
dt ′
∣∣∣∣
≤ |ζ ass(Tss)−ζ bss(Tss)|+
∣∣∣∣∫ TssTϑss εyb1,ss(t ′)dt ′
∣∣∣∣
+C3,v|Tss−Tϑss |. (84)
Since yb1,ss(t) is exponentially decaying, the term εy
b
1,ss(t)
has an upper bound independent of ε . Similarly, evolution
of Ψ on the PHZD has the upper bound (83). Therefore,
substituting (82) for the first RHS term above and using the
previously proven result (69), establishes (70).
We will now show the proof of Theorem 1.
B. Proof of main theorem
Proof: [Proof of Theorem 1] We start by picking a
suitable value of ε , as shown by [4, Theorem 2] that yields
exponential convergence of the periodic orbit O under a zero
disturbance ‖d‖max = 0. In order to establish e-ISS of O , it is
sufficient to show that the Poincare´ map P (59) is e-ISS [33].
Hence, the goal now is to obtain an ISS-Lyapunov function
of the form (5) for the Poincare´ map.
For the Re-ISS-CLF Vε (domain subscript ss is sup-
pressed), denote its reduced Lyapunov function (of only
η2 coordinates) and restriction to the switching surface by
Vε,η2 . It can be verified that the matrix Pε can be separated
into two block matrices, with the latter being the matrix
used to obtain the Lyapunov function Vε,η2 . With these
two Lyapunov functions we define the following candidate
Lyapunov function:
VP(η ,z) =Vϑ (ζ )+σVε,η2(η2) (85)
defined on B∗. The lower and upper bounds on VP are
min{b1,σc1}|(η ,z)|2, max{b2, σc2ε2 }|(η ,z)|
2
respectively. c1(= c1,ss) and
c2
ε2 (=
c2,ss
ε2 ) are the maximum and
minimum eigenvalues of Pε . Since the Poincare´ map P can
be divided into two components Pη2 ,PPZ, we have
Vε,η2(Pη2(η ,z))≤ ε2c2,ss|η2,ss(Tss)|2, (86)
where (73) can be substituted to yield the following inequal-
ity for some constants A3,A4,D′η > 0:
Vε,η2(Pη2(η ,z))≤ A3|η2|2+A4|η2|‖d‖max+D′η‖d‖2max,
Note that A3 decreases as ε increases7. Hence, we have the
following:
Vε,η2(Pη2(η ,z))−Vε,η2(η2)
≤ A3|η2|2+A4|η2|‖d‖max+D′η‖d‖2max− c1|η2|2
7This is the idea behind the notion of rapid exponential convergence (as
shown by [4]), where a suitable ε is picked in order to ensure that A3 is
small enough.
We also have the following by using (70):
|PPZ(η ,z)| = |PPZ(η ,z)−ϑ(ζ )+ϑ(ζ )−ϑ(0)|
≤ A2|η2|+D2‖d‖max+Lϑ |ζ |, (87)
where Lϑ is the Lipschitz constant of ϑ(ζ ). From (66)
Vϑ (PPZ(η ,z))−Vϑ (ϑ(ζ ))≤ b4(A2|η2|+D2‖d‖max) (88)
(A2|η2|+D2‖d‖max+(Lϑ +Nξ )|ζ |).
It follows that
Vϑ (PPZ(η ,z))−Vϑ (ζ ) = Vϑ (PPZ(η ,z))−Vϑ (ϑ(ζ ))
+Vϑ (ϑ(ζ ))−Vϑ (ζ ), (89)
and the expressions in (88) and in (65) can be substituted.
Combining the entire Lyapunov function we have
VP(P(η ,z))−VP(η ,z)≤−
 |η2||ζ |
‖d‖max
T ΛH
 |η2||ζ |
‖d‖max

where the symmetric matrix ΛH ∈ R3×3 is similar to the
formulation given in [19, eqn. (92)]:
a1 = ΛH (1,1) = σ(c1−A3)−b4A22
a2 = ΛH (1,2) =−b4A22 (Lϑ +Nξ )
a3 = ΛH (1,3) =
−b4A2D2−σA4
2
a4 = ΛH (2,2) = b3
a5 = ΛH (2,3) =−b4D22 (Lϑ +Nξ )
a6 = ΛH (3,3) =−b4D22−σDη . (90)
Rest of the proof is similar to [19, eqns. (93) to (96)], where
the following inequality is obtained:
VP(P(η ,z))−VP(η ,z) (91)
≤−A5
2
|(η ,z)|2+
(
A26
A5
+b4D22+σDη
)
‖d‖2max,
where
A5 = λmin
([
a1 a2
a2 a4
])
A6 = b4A2D2+σA4+b4D2(Lϑ +Nξ ),
where the positivity of A5 is ensured by picking sufficiently
large enough σ . It can be verified that (91) is of the form
(5), thereby establishing e-ISS. The ultimate bound on (η ,z)
can be easily obtained when (91) is changed to an equality.
Therefore, we can pick an appropriate δ > 0 in order to
ensure that (η ,z) is well inside B∗ (for example, see [19,
eqn. (97)]).
VII. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
For verification of the results presented in this work,
walking controllers demonstrating ISS are implemented on
DURUS in both simulation and experiment. DURUS consists
of fifteen actuated joints and one linear passive spring at the
end of each leg. The generalized coordinates of the robot are
described in [18] and the continuous dynamics of the bipedal
robot is given by (8). The nominal walking gait considered
has two phases: single support, and double support, as shown
in Fig. 4. A stable reference walking gait is obtained via an
offline optimization algorithm [10].
Fig. 6: Phase variable comparison between simulation (left)
and experiment (right).
Outputs. The subscripts a,k,h,w represent ankle, knee, hip
and waist respectively; while r, p,y represent roll, pitch,
and yaw. Therefore, qrkp would indicate right knee pitch
angle and qlhr would indicate left hip roll angle. With these
notations, we define a relative degree one output as y1(q) =
δ p˙hip(q)−vd , where δ phip(q) is the linearized hip position,
δ phip(q)=laqrap+(la+ lc)qrkp+(la+ lc+ lt)qrhp, (92)
with la, lc, and lt the length of ankle, calf, and thigh link
of the robot respectively. vd is a constant desired velocity.
The relative degree two outputs are defined in the following
(assuming left leg is the stance leg):
• knee pitches: qrkp,qlkp
• torso pitch: −qlap−qlkp−qlhp
• torso roll: −qrar−qrhr
• ankle roll: qlar
• hip yaw: qlhy
• waist: qwr,qwp,qwy
• nonstance slope: −qlap−qlkp−qlhp+ lclc+lt qrkp+qrhp
• leg roll: ph(q)− py(q)
• nonstance foot: px, py, pz
where ph(q) is the y position of the right hip, and
px(q), py(q), pz(q) are the x,y,z positions of the nonstance
foot respectively. These 14 outputs are denoted together as
ya2(q). The outputs of the system are then defined as
y(q) =
[
ya1
ya2
]
︸︷︷︸
ya(q)
−
[
vd
yd2(τ,α)
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
yd(τ,α)
,
where the desired output functions are parameterized by the
phase variable τ(q), defined as
τ(q) :=
δ phip(q)−δ phip(q+)
vd
, (93)
Fig. 7: Figures showing the simulation and experimental results from the beginning to end of a step. The desired outputs
are obtained via Be´zier polynomials parameterized by the linearized hip position (93).
Fig. 8: Figure showing the gait tiles for one step for simulation (top) and experiment (bottom).
with q+ the post-impact configuration of the robot. Depend-
ing upon the domain, some of the outputs are either included
or omitted from the output vector to avoid singularity. As
observed in Fig. 7, the nonstance slope and swing leg roll
are not included in the vector ya2 during the double support
(ds) phase.
Control law. Given the choice of the outputs, the goal is to
obtain a control law that drives these outputs to “practically”
small values (if not 0). We choose time based parameteriza-
tion of the outputs along with PHZD reconstruction to obtain
the desired state (qtd , q˙
t
d) (see Section IV-F). This is utilized
to derive the feedback control law (48) in the robot.
Because the output combinations chosen for this behavior
are nonlinear, the inverse diffeomorphism is reconstructed
via an inverse kinematics solver utilizing a Jacobian pseu-
doinverse. The desired states are then communicated to the
PD controllers (48) for individual joint level tracking. The
PD gains at the joint level are manually tuned to reach
the desired performance. The simulation and experimental
results are shown in Figs. 6 - 10 and an experimental video is
provided in [1]. The comparison between the time and state
based phase variables are shown in Fig. 6. Fig. 7 shows
the comparison between 9 actual and desired outputs for
both simulation (left) and experiment (right). The simulation
figures are recorded for one step while the experiment figures
are recored for 30 steps of the robot. The remaining 5 outputs
Fig. 9: Periodic orbits of the select joints are shown. Blue
waveforms are from the simulation and red waveforms are
from the experiment (30 steps).
Fig. 10: The histogram of the disturbance input is provided
here. High torque disturbances are very rare and the values
usually stay within 40 Nm.
are not shown since they do not vary significantly. Fig. 9
shows the phase portraits for 5 outputs of the robot, and
Fig. 8 shows the gait tiles for one step. Fig. 10 is the
histogram of the disturbance input (utPD− uIO) observed in
simulation. It can be seen that the disturbance values can go
as high as 100 Nm. Note that disturbance input evaluation
in the experiment is not possible due to lack of model
information. Given this input deviation (disturbance), the
maximum deviation of the walking gait from the nominal
gait observed in simulation is close to 0.15 rad and that
observed in experiment is 0.5 rad.
Conclusions. In this work, it was shown how to obtain
robust walking controllers via the notion of input to state
stability (ISS) for the humanoid robot DURUS. With this
construction, we obtained the class of input to state stabiliz-
ing (ISSing) controllers that yields stable and robust hybrid
periodic orbits. It is important to note that ISSing controllers
can complement other robust control approaches. In fact,
a wide variety of controllers like sliding mode, Lyapunov
backstepping, model predictive control themselves yield ISS
in a wide variety of robotic systems. The major advantage
in ISSing controllers is the extensive analysis involved in
minimizing output perturbations for a given uncertainty.
Future research will involve utilizing this approach to realize
more complex locomotion behaviors like 3D running and
dancing.
APPENDIX I
PD TRACKING IN CONTINUOUS ROBOTIC SYSTEMS
We will establish that PD control for continuous robotic
systems yield e-ISS. For a detailed stability analysis for all
kinds of PD based controllers see [35] (especially see Table 1
in pages 1382-1383). We have the actual configuration q and
the desired configuration qd(t), which is a function of time
only. For the case where m< n (underactuation), we can pick
the passive desired angle to be equal to the corresponding
actual angle itself. Therefore, irrespective of the degree of
actuation, we can obtain constant diagonal matrices Kp, Kd
in order to apply the PD control law
D(q)q¨+C(q, q˙)q˙+G(q) =−Kp(q−qd)−Kd(q˙− q˙d),
where the holonomic constraints are removed (compared to
(8)), the matrix H is split into Coriolis-centrifugal C(q, q˙) ∈
Rn×n (not to be confused with the constants Cv used in the
main body of the paper) and gravity G(q) ∈ Rn matrices.
Note that by Property 1, the Coriolis-centrifugal matrix
is bounded by |C(q, q˙)| ≤ cc|q˙|, and the gravity vector is
bounded by |G(q)| ≤ cc.
Denote e(q, t) := q−qd(t), and therefore we have
D(q)e¨ =−C(q, q˙)q˙−G(q)−Kpe−Kd e˙−D(q)q¨d . (94)
We make the following assumptions about the reference
trajectories:
Assumption 4: The desired angles qd , velocities q˙d and
accelerations q¨d are all bounded by some κq > 0.
Consider a Lyapunov candidate (motivated by strict Lya-
punov functions in [16])
V (e, e˙,q) =V0(e, e˙,q)+Vc(e, e˙)
V0(e, e˙,q) =
1
2
[
e
e˙
]T [Kp 0
0 D(q)
][
e
e˙
]
Vc(e, e˙,q) = κ(e)eT D(q)e˙, (95)
where κ is given by
κ(e) =
κ0
1+ |e| =
κ0
1+
√
eT e
. (96)
A sufficiently small choice of κ0 makes V =V0+Vc positive
definite [37]. For example,
κ0 ≤ (‖Kp‖‖D‖)
1
2
‖D‖ . (97)
Taking the derivative of V˙0 and collecting the terms yields
the following (see [37])
V˙0 =−e˙T Kd e˙− e˙TCq˙d− e˙T G− e˙T Dq¨d ,
≤−e˙T Kd e˙+ ccκq|q˙||e˙|+ cc|e˙|+ c¯dκq|e˙|
≤ −e˙T Kd e˙+ ccκq|e˙|2+ ccκ2q |e˙|+ cc|e˙|+ c¯dκq|e˙| (98)
The above equation (98), in fact, satisfies the conditions for
quasi input to state stability (qISS) property [5]. By letting
equal gains across all joints, we have kd := ‖Kd‖, and thus
(98) can be reformulated as
V˙0 ≤−12 (kd− ccκq)|e˙|
2+
(ccκ2q + cc+ c¯dκq)2
kd− ccκq , (99)
where we have used the inequality −v2 + vw ≤ − 12 v2 +w2.
It can be observed that V0 is decreasing for sufficiently large
|e˙|. There are no guarantees on the boundedness of V0, but
it can be verified that |e˙(t)| is bounded after a sufficiently
long enough time.
In a similar fashion, we take the derivative of Vc
V˙c = κ e˙T De˙+κeT D˙e˙+κeT De¨+ κ˙eT De˙ (100)
The first term in the addendum can be merged with V0, the
next two terms reduce to the following
κeT D˙e˙+κeT (−Cq˙−G−Kpe−Kd e˙−Dq¨d)
≤κeT (D˙−C)e˙−κeTCq˙d +κcc|e|−κeT Kpe
+κ0kd |e˙|+κ0c¯dκq
≤−κkp|e|2+κ0cm|e˙|2+κ0(cm+ cc)κq|e˙|+κ0cc
+κ0kd |e˙|+κ0c¯dκq, (101)
where we used the following properties
• |q˙|= |e˙+ q˙d | ≤ |e˙|+κq
• κ|e| ≤ κ0
• κ ≤ κ0
• ‖D˙−C‖ ≤ cm|q˙| for some cm > 0
• |κeT (D˙−C)e˙| ≤ κ0cm|q˙||e˙| ≤ κ0cm|e˙|2+κ0cmκq|e˙|
• Assuming equal gains kp := ‖Kp‖8
In a similar fashion, the fourth term in the addendum (100)
yields the following
|κ˙eT De˙| ≤ κ0c¯d |e˙|2. (102)
Finally
V˙ ≤−κkp|e|2− (kd− ccκq−κ c¯d−κ0cm)|e˙|2
+(κ0ccκ2q + cc+ c¯dκq+κ0(cm+ cc)κq+κ0kd)|e˙|
+κ0(cc+ c¯dκq), (103)
which, indeed, can be written in the form given by (5),
thereby establishing e-ISS. It can be verified that with a small
enough κ0 and large enough Kp,Kd , the resulting V˙ = V˙0+V˙c
is negative definite for large values of (e, e˙).
Remark 4: Note that the above analysis did not include
precise characterization of the disturbance input (which will
8Not to be confused with the number of outputs kv
be included in future). Intuitively, the disturbance effects are
indirect functions of the model and the reference trajectories
of the system (like gravity, Coriolis-centrifugal matrices and
the trajectories qd). A more detailed analysis of PD based
tracking and its ISS properties pertaining to walking robots
will be included in future.
A. PD tracking of state based outputs
If the desired functions qd are state dependent, then we
have the following control law
u =−Kp(q−qd(q))−Kd(q˙− q˙d(q, q˙)), (104)
where we can add and subtract the time based control law
to obtain the following
u =−Kp(q−qd(t))−Kd(q˙− q˙d(t))
−Kp(qd(t)−qd(q))−Kd(q˙d(t)− q˙d(q, q˙))︸ ︷︷ ︸
d
, (105)
where we have the new disturbance input d (called the phase
based uncertainty in the context of walking robots [18]), and
as long as this value remains small, the resulting system
dynamics is ISS.
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